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Abstract

Animation techniques have been completely transformed by the union of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and biomechanical modelling, particularly in 2D animation. This study looks at a combination of AI and biomechanics to address the challenges of simulating 2D animation. Current approaches in 2D animation often struggle to achieve lifelike and fluid movements, especially when representing complex motion or interaction. These traditional techniques rely on manual keyframing or physics simulation, which may be time-consuming and do not provide the rich detail needed for realism in animations. To meet these aspects, this study suggested 2D animation using Artificial Intelligence with Biomechanical Modeling (2D-AI-BM). Our approach thus harnesses Deep Neural Network (DNN) for moving forecasts and improvement using biopsychological principles to help us imitate natural human actions better. In addition to character animation, it could apply to interactive storytelling and educational simulations. As a result, animators get more control over motion generation while drastically reducing the necessity for manual intervention through this fusion of AI and biomechanics, which smoothens the production pipeline for animations. This paper considers several important metrics to evaluate the proposed approach’s effectiveness, including user satisfaction, computational efficiency, motion smoothness and realism. Comparative studies with classical animation methods showed that the method generates realistic movements on 2D characters while saving time during production. The numerical findings exemplify that the recommended 2D-AI-BM model improves an accuracy rate of 97.4%, computational efficiency ratio of 96.3%, motion control ratio of 95.4%, pose detection ratio of 94.8% and scalability ratio of 93.2% compared to other popular techniques.
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1. Introduction

The rapid development of animation has always been on the very basis of Artificial intelligence and computer technology in the era of digital animation, the emergence of 2D and 3D animation, and virtual animation [1]. Character animation is a comprehensive and heterogeneous form with applications in education, entertainment, medical and military contexts, not forgetting the newest and most innovative fields of immersive technologies, like augmented and virtual reality [2]. The diversity and complexity of the subject often make it difficult to identify differences, advancements and challenges, such as autonomy, creative freedom, control, computational cost, and so on [3]. However, one thing to note is that due to the interdisciplinary importance of character animation (in robotics, medical analysis and video games), much synergistic research has led to interesting and imaginative new animation techniques [4]. Computer animation rapidly relies on character models based on human anatomy. In principle, progressive fidelity in biomechanical modelling should result in more realistic human animation [5]. Given realistic biomechanical models, however, it must confront various difficult motor control problems due to the complexity of human anatomy [6]. The challenge in
controlling biomechanical human models stems from anatomical intricacy, which complicates the character’s kinematics, dynamics, and actuation [7]. Existing techniques for animating 2D computer characters can be time-consuming and detailed in the application, requiring complex and often unintuitive user interfaces [8]. For this reason, the character of the final animation is often compromised throughout the animation process [9]. Computer vision techniques were employed to develop a prototype desktop product and associated animation process, allowing an animator to control character animation through hand gestures [10]. Rather than relying on motion capture technology, a performance capture system will use hand gestures as its foundation to enable virtual manipulation [11]. This should provide a softer, more intuitive user interface for the animator that should improve the productivity of the animation workflow and the quality of the resulting animations [12].

Current narrative intelligence research emerges from several areas: interactive drama, cinema, virtual theatre, immersive storytelling, and emergent storytelling [13]. Autoring, narrative, and character-based models are the three main categories this type of investigation belongs to. They aim to address the problem of generating interactive narratives, and different narrative design approaches for user experience [14]. Character expression is the lifeblood of credibility in a narrative system that centres on characters. To improve the character-control system, this must prioritize three crucial tasks: 1) creating a model of general psychological instructions, 2) recognizing and classifying expressive body language utilized during tale performances, and 3) developing an input module for stories that can interpret narrative environments [15]. First, personality, emotion, self-motivation, social relationships, and behavioural capabilities are the fundamentals for providing high-level directives for autonomous character architecture [16]. To enhance the completeness of element animation and provide feedback to virtual customers, a user may use deep learning animation smoothing technology after choosing certain design materials on the platform. A potential approach might include using deep learning algorithms that have been taught to derive 3D joint estimates from 2D video with a smartphone. Three metrics were used to assess the deep learning network’s accuracy: rotational velocity, marker location, and kinetic energy, all applied to various human body parts. To achieve smooth and realistic animation, it’s essential to adhere to basic animation principles based on AI and biomechanical modelling, including proper spacing, timing, and easing in and out of movements. These principles ensure the animation appears natural and visually appealing to the audience [17].

The main contribution of the paper is

- Designing the 2D animation using Artificial Intelligence with Biomechanical Modeling (2D-AI-BM) for motion capture and character animation
- Evaluating the statistical model of deep neural network for efficiently controlling a dynamic musculoskeletal model.
- The experimental outcomes demonstrate high accuracy, motion control, pose detection and computational efficiency compared to existing techniques.

The remainder of the article is prearranged: Section 2 reviews significant prior work. Section 3 analyses the proposed 2D-AI-BM for the human musculoskeletal model. Section 4 overviews the experiment outcomes with virtual human models. Section 5 concludes the article with future works.

2. Related Study

In recent decades, academia and industry have paid great attention to human modelling and animation as essential subjects in contemporary computer graphics. Development of several methodologies is included in this field of study, including but not limited to task level, behaviour animation, skin deformation face animation, motion control of articulated figures, etc. These days, many academics are beginning to recognize sketching as a useful and natural way for regular people to start experimenting with 2D modelling and animation.

Akif Yasin Ayas et al. [18] suggested the AI-based two-dimensional video game in Unity 2D Game Engine, which can decide what the game characters will do within their abilities. The user takes control of a two-dimensional character inside game applications. The two-dimensional game plane that this character traverses is generated via procedural plane-generating methods. Furthermore, data like the number of opponents conquered and the level attained are recorded. An overall of eight experiments were conducted in the research. The author tracks how long the user can complete the game using various character-specific equipment in these tests. The duration of that time varies between 0.54 and 1.88 seconds. Kun Liu et al. [19] proposed the Decision Tree Classification (DTC) for Animated Character Style Investigation. The author noted whether exaggerations were toward augmentation or reduction of body parts compared to prototype actual human bodies in animated characters. Characters in animated stories are classified according to gender, country of origin, and story role using decision tree classification. The necessary body length criteria for this process were identified using this approach as well. According to the data, male cartoon characters from the United States and Japan tend to have disproportionately large heads and bodies, albeit the US characters’ exaggerations are more notable. To differentiate between animated figures from the United States and Japan, the decision tree used just five head and chest length parameters (with an accuracy of 94.48% in the training group and 67.46% in the testing group).

Kumar et al. [20] recommended AI-3D Animation and VR Integrated Computer Graphics Imagery in modern
education. This article aims to provide universities with information that will be useful to them as they use a virtual reality (VR) e-learning platform to maintain and improve their education and learning system. The effectiveness of virtual reality (VR) in medical education was evaluated using machine learning (ML) and AI. The authors additionally looked at the suggested model with various parameters and projected student performance using several validation tests, including the T-test, P-test, and One-Sample Validation tests. Wei Ding and Wenfa Li [21] discussed the Improved Deep Convolution Neural Network (DCNN) for High Speed and Accuracy of Animation 3D Pose Recognition. The author created an abstract posture data structure from the human pose retrieved from the input picture. The author then used the modified dataset to construct the necessary character animation during runtime. This threatens the long-standing idea of monocular 3D pose assessment, notwithstanding its inherent difficulty. It can run at 384 frames per second, which is the pace of real-time. The findings showed that compared to other traditional algorithms, the enhanced algorithm greatly outperformed them regarding recognition accuracy (up 3.5%), performance (up 8-10 times), and overall quality.

A. S. Fangbemi et al. [22] deliberated the 2D and 3D Pose Estimation for Quadrupeds Using Synthetic Data. This study uses keyframe animations to present a new method for creating synthetic training data for 3D and 2D animal posture estimation. Utilizing synthetic data, the author trains several 2D and 3D pose estimation models and implements an end-to-end pipeline named ZooBuilder to automate the generation of animal animations. The pipeline receives an image of an animal in its natural environment and outputs the 2D and 3D positions of each skeletal joint. This method allows the author to generate motion capture data that may be used to generate animations of animals. Yong Wan et al. [23] presented the FluoRender architecture for 2D and 3D posture analysis. Notably, twenty movies were used for input and categorized into four groups: body, head, feet and tail. The classification was based on the viewing angles and camera locations concerning the balancing beam, which were 90° and 45°, respectively. This research identified critical mouse feature points to monitor posture in still video frames. A weighted average of the collected walk cycles was used to construct the standard walk cycle (SWC), which the author obtained by concentrating on foot motions. The author utilized the association between every walk cycle and the SWC as the weight. The process for posture analysis enhances traditional behavioural testing and analysis, enabling the identification of minor yet noteworthy variations in motor coordination and vestibular function.

Abhishek Kumar et al. [24] introduced the Artificial Intelligence integrated Internet of Medical Things (AIoMT) for medical students to learn about the human brain using 3D animation with virtual reality technology. The effects of VR on student engagement and performance in the classroom are investigated here using structural equation modelling (SEM) and the ARCS model. The findings demonstrate that VR positively influences motivation and knowledge of the concept-to-execution procedure via practice and simulation-based training. A user-feedback-based and 3D-simulation-based design was created utilizing the suggested study technique to evaluate students’ learning, analysis, and comprehension of the objects of analysis. This article claims that medical practitioners may benefit from using a smartphone VR application to practice the concept-to-execution process. Li Siyao et al. [25] offered the AnimeRun for 2D Animation Visual Correspondence from Open Source 3D Movies. The results of these studies validate that the projected dataset is more similar to the image composition of actual anime and has motion patterns that are both more complex and richer than those found in current datasets. The author builds a thorough benchmark using this dataset by assessing numerous current optical flows and segment-matching algorithms and analyzes the inadequacies of these approaches to animation information. This is done to produce a comprehensive benchmark.

Marion Mundt et al. [26] suggested animating 3D motion data to enlarge 2D video databases. The author takes a new approach to the problem of sparse data in professional sports by registering 3D marker trajectory to generic 3D body forms (hulls) and then using a 2D pose approximation technique to forecast anatomical landmarks’ key spots in the generated 2D video streams. The author examines the impact of 1) changing anthropometrics and 2) the 2D camera perspective on the accuracy of keypoints estimates using 3D long jump information as an actual example. It was shown that body form influences the accuracy of 2D keypoint determination. Sagittal plane camera views are more accurate than frontal plane views. Syed Muhammad Hazry Asraf et al. [27] proposed the Hybrid animation for motion capture. The transmission of information is a challenge in terms of accuracy and interactivity, making it more appealing and easy for consumers while increasing their exposure. Thus, the most effective methods currently available are motion capture and animation. Consequently, this project's output has the potential to significantly enhance the animation industry’s offerings in terms of engaging video and animation. This animation is very interactive because it uses lighting and colour. Designers may use any specialized computer language to organize and code multimedia. Before utilizing the program, one should learn as much as possible about a subject's software evaluation criteria.

Based on the survey, there are numerous problems with existing techniques in attaining high accuracy, motion control, pose detection, computation efficiency and scalability. Hence, this study suggested 2D animation using Artificial Intelligence with Biomechanical Modeling (2D-AI-BM) for motion capture and character animation.
3. Artificial Intelligence with Biomechanical Modeling (2D-AI-BM)

Character animation in 2D entails making static pictures move around on a screen. The process may use digital software or more conventional methods, including hand-drawn procedures. 2D character animation provides games, movies, advertisements, or online content with a distinct visual personality. Computer graphics character animation is becoming more realistic using ever-more-complicated physics-based models, yet these models provide formidable obstacles to motor control. This is particularly true when directing the actions of a biomechanically well-modelled virtual human with a complex network of contractile muscles that mimics the human body. Researchers in the field of graphics have attempted to apply machine-learning techniques to neuromuscular control. Yet, regarding complicated biomechanical models and the high-dimensional training datasets that go together, typical neural network learning methods have their restrictions. This study demonstrates that DL is valuable for training neuromuscular controller for biomechanical character animations. To avoid the tedious and intensive work mode and instead concentrate on creative innovation, animation art creation is slowly shifting towards the field of intelligence, made possible by the unprecedented technological changes and breakthroughs brought about by the era of artificial intelligence. This study makes an effort to explore the relationship between artificial intelligence and virtual animation. Hence, this study suggested 2D animation using Artificial Intelligence with Biomechanical Modeling (2D-AI-BM) for motion capture and character animation. The virtual skeleton was designed based on biomechanical models of the human body. An autonomous animation of a realistic virtual human head monitoring an unrestricted array of visual input is described in this paper, which applies neurobiological models of visual attentions and head/eye motions in prelates.

Figure 1 depicts a humanoid skeleton used to animate virtual characters. The growing need for lifelike virtual characters in industries like entertainment, VR, and the metaverse has encouraged significant advancements in data-driven character animation. Although triangle meshes are often used to create virtual characters, it is impractical to define animations as the movement of triangles. Joints stand in for the human body's articulated portions. All of the vertices in a mesh are affected by the movement of any given joint. When defining the character space, the virtual root joint is an absolute must possess. A hip joint is projected onto a floor plane to construct it, and the projected forward direction of the hip, the vertical world vector, and the cross-product of these three parameters determine its coordinate frame. After that, the hip joint is converted into the root space of the virtual environment. To determine the foot's location, this research multiplied the hip joint transformation matrix by the lower leg, the upper leg, and the foot.

Figure 2 shows the proposed 2D-AI-BM model. The data are taken from the Anime Dataset 2023 Kaggle Dataset [28]. Data pre-processing using data cleaning and normalization is integral to any image processing workflow.

Figure 2: Proposed 2D-AI-BM model

It is possible to improve neural network learning performance using appropriately pre-processed input images. In terms of the classification system, this research must find a way to simplify animation image inputs without sacrificing classification information since the dataset would include cartoon images with varying patterns or styles. When features are propagated to the deep layer of a DNN, some shallow features like textures and lines are lost in the process of pooling and other processes. These features are not suitable for psychological feature extraction in anime development. One definite aspect of animation production is the use of brush lines, an important tool for expressing the painter's internal existence. Under varied painting methods and influenced by emotions, these lines will reveal a wide range of textures. As a subfield of biomechanics, neuromusculoskeletal simulation may either model the forces acting on muscles in response to a given movement or directly produce movement based on these forces. The relationship to physics-based animation is simple; a particular motion may be accurately achieved by applying an ideal set of muscle forces to a musculoskeletal model, considering all other needs. As an initial step in processing the input frames, the pose estimation stage applies the learnt 2D pose estimator to each frame to derive the actor's 2D posture. Estimating a 2D posture involves predicting where the body's critical points are positioned in 2D spaces. The model approximates the X and Y coordinates for every joint.
localization phase. The 2D posture estimate additionally employs the expected joint location and an additional Z-axis to infer the spatial position. This study evaluates our method quantitatively by projecting a motion capture walk sequence to 2D using a known camera. The projected poses are the target poses for the evaluation. This allows for the accurate and immediate transformation of the input image’s pixels into the output’s spatial coordinates corresponding to the target’s posture.

A. Biomechanical and Musculoskeletal Modeling

A set of line segments represents the geometry of each muscle arrangement. The line segments connect the muscle's insertion location, origin point, and a few via points. The correct segment coordinate system fixes each point. This means that the angle of the joint determines how the muscle’s moment arm varies. The multi-rigid-link system represents the body model, which is driven by the individual muscles' force responses to signals from the neurological system. Contrasted with more complex muscle models like wrapping and finite elements, this one with fixed via points performs poorly in accuracy. Nevertheless, the fixed-viewspoints model may outperform the muscle geometry model when considering the trade-off between the computational cost and the precision of the synthesized motion. This work primarily aims to synthesize locomotor patterns by utilizing a limited range of joint movements. This expression describes the mechanical features of the force-length and force-velocity relationships shared by all muscle models for accurate motion prediction:

\[ F_n = B_n\eta f_k(k_n)f_u(k_n, \nu_n)\nu r_n \] (1)

As shown in equation (1), where \( F_n \) denotes the \( n \)th muscular tension, \( B_n \) indicates the physiological cross-section region of muscles, \( \eta \) represents the coefficient characterizing the biological muscular tension per unit physiological cross-sectional area, \( f_k(k_n) \) is the force-length association, \( f_u(k_n, \nu_n) \) is the force-velocity connection, \( k_n \) signifies the muscle length, \( u_n \) symbolizes the muscular contraction velocity standardized by its maximum contraction velocities and \( \nu r_n \) represents the normalized neuronal character stimulus provided by neuronal models.

The generation of muscle force \( F_n \) of musculotendon units, \( i \) can be shortened as the sum of the passive and contractile force for evaluating computational efficiency by:

\[ F_{ni} = f_q(k_n) + b_i \cdot f_k(k_n) \cdot f_u(k_n) \cdot F_{oi} \] (2)

As inferred from equation (2), where \( f_k \) denotes passive force relationships, \( b_i \) is the muscle activations, \( f_k(k_n) \) indicates force-length relationships, \( f_u \) the force-velocity relationship, \( F_{oi} \) represents the maximum isometric forces, and \( k_{ni} \) denotes the regularized length of muscle units (typically, the muscle's length at rest is used for normalization). Numerous models have been suggested to estimate the \( f_k \) and \( f_u \) the relationship concerning experimental information.

The tendon forces \( f_{ti} \) the musculotendon unit output, is determined by considering the pennation angles:

\[ f_{ti} = F_{ni} \cdot \cos \beta_i \] (3)

This non-linear association is estimated by second-order differential equations, showing dissimilar time constants for activations and deactivations:

\[ b_1 = \begin{cases} e_i = (\nu_i - e_i) / \tau_{n_e} & , e \geq b \\ \frac{\nu_i - e_i}{\tau_{d_e}} & , e < b \end{cases} \] (4)

As discussed in equation (4), where \( \nu_i \) denotes the neural excitations, \( b_i \) indicates the muscle activations, \( e_i \) represents the intermediate variables, \( \tau_{n_e} \) signifies the neural excitation constant period (often ignored), and \( \tau_{d_e} \) and \( \tau_{d_e} \) denotes the deactivation and activation time constant correspondingly. In 2D character animation, the activation and deactivation time constant are equivalent to simulating the activation dynamics.

Figure 3: Biomechanical Modeling for 2D Animation Evaluation

Figure 3 shows the biomechanical modelling for 2D animation evaluation. Using inertial information from sensors for straight running and walking, this study demonstrated that optimal control simulation of sagittal-plane lower-body musculoskeletal models could precisely estimate kinetics and kinematics, with kinetics and kinematics, respectively, having Pearson correlation coefficients higher. In addition, the research discovered that sparse sensor setups, which do not include inertial
sensors on every body segment of interests, yielded equivalent accuracy when utilizing the same technique. Using a minimizing sum-of-squared difference between the mean and simulated signals standardized by the measured signals' variance, the optimum control problems in both cases followed the mean gyroscope and accelerometer signals throughout numerous gait cycles. Using normalization of the data, this study may avoid tracking signal elements that do not exhibit reproducibility over different gait cycles. In addition, a task restriction allowed the simulation to create a periodic straight gait cycle to promote converge. This study, therefore, focused only on the kinematics of the lower body in two dimensions, as well as the kinetics of upright running and walking.

The optimization issue in this study was quite complicated due to the many unknowns introduced by simulating 2D full-body musculoskeletal models. To examine variations across trials, this article rebuilt individual trials rather than following the mean of many trials adjusted by the variance. Without knowing the movement beforehand, this study attempted to recreate random running motions without using any task constraints or beginning states. This study intended to assess the theoretical viability of such reconstructions by re-creating motions from a virtual inertial sensor signal, where the target solution was already known, to determine whether inertial sensor information lacking an initial condition adequately describes the kinematics and kinetics. Virtual data that does not include noise or soft-tissue artefacts may be used to test the suggested method accurately. This work used optimum control simulations, which utilized ground reaction force (GRF) data and optical motion capture to monitor marker trajectories. Based on this marker tracking simulation, our research calculated virtual gyroscope and accelerometer data. Using the virtual inertial information, this research created inertial tracking simulations for three trials, one for straight and one for curving runs. Lastly, this research contrasted the marker and inertial tracking models' inertial signals, GRFs, angles, muscle forces and joint moments. As a result of the inverse relationship between changes in tendon length and changes in ultimate muscle force, musculotendon unit modelling is still possible. The length of the muscles should be measured correctly. In addition to the mechanical model, other models of muscles have evolved, including visual features like deformities in the muscles or a combination of the two. Three methods may be used to classify the models: data-driven, physically-based, and geometrically-based. In methods that rely on geometry, the skeleton configuration determines how the muscles will deform. During contraction, physically-based methods account for contractile forces and muscle shape changes. Lastly, data-driven approaches use surface data acquired from participants to forecast the skin shape deformed by the underlying muscle directly. These models provide an even higher degree of accuracy. However, because of the computational expense, they are often not used to control virtual characters.

B. Estimating 2D Character Animation Pose Analysis

Using a bottom-up method, the 2D pose estimator is a framework for determining human postures from pixel-level image evidence. To solve this, a multi-stage classifier is used, with each step enhancing the findings of the preceding one. The network in question is a two-branch, fully convolutional neural network. The feed-forward network sequentially forecasts a set of 2D heat map \( G_m \) of body part location and set of 2D vector field \( Q \) of part affinities describing the degree of relationship between parts. The final operation of the neural networks returns a matrix-vector for key points with \( x \), \( y \) coordinate and their visibility scores.

\[
\text{Heat map}(G_m): \mathbb{R}^2 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}
\]

\[
\text{Affinity (Q): } \mathbb{R}^2 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^2
\]

The top branch DNNs \( \sigma \) predict the likelihood of perceptibility on every body part, and the bottom branch DNNs \( \Phi \) predict part affinity fields. The system takes input video frame \( F \) of size height \( (H) \times \) width \( (W) \) and feeds this frame to DNNs. In this way, the system mimics human output by creating 2D locations of important anatomicals for each frame. The first step involves using the input picture (frame) to generate a heat map that indicates the potential locations of each significant point in the image and a confidence score. A confidence matrix in a heat map represents the probability that a given pixel includes a certain network node. Each heat map should ideally reach its maximum when the related portion is visible, especially if a person is in the displayed area. The location values \( K_G \) in \( G_m \) is described as

\[
G_m^* (K_G) = e^{-\frac{\|K_G-Y_i\|^2}{\rho^2}}
\]

As inferred from equation (6), where \( \rho \) control the distribution over the peaks and \( Y_i \in \mathbb{R}^2 \) be the ground-truth positions of every body parts \( i \) for the human in frames. It then utilizes some joint involved via limbs to present another DNN branches, which forecasts a 2D vector field termed Part Affinity \( Q \). Part Affinity Field is a matrix that provides joint pair orientation and position data. They come in pairs: having a \( Q \) in the \( y \) directions and \( Q \) in the \( x \) direction for every element.

A limb is generated by linking two parts, and \( Q \) encode the path from one part to another; every limb is entitled to a field of affinity between the parts of the body. If points \( O \) lie in the limbs, then its values \( Q_{limb} \) in the \( Q \) is unit vectors pointing from the starting points of the joint to the ending points of that limb; if it is outside the limbs, the values are zero.

\[
Q_{limb}^* (O) = \begin{cases} \bar{U} & \text{if limb on } O \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

Where \( \bar{U} = \frac{Y_{i2}-Y_{i1}}{\|Y_{i2}-Y_{i1}\|_2} \)
Therefore, the network generates a set of confidence scores $G_m \in \mathbb{R}$ for every key points and a set of affinity vector fields $Q \in \mathbb{R}$ over the successive phases for scalability, $t \in 1, T$ as

$$G_m^t = \sigma^t(F, G_m^{t-1}, Q^{t-1}), \forall t \geq 2$$

$$Q^t = \varphi^t(F, G_m^{n-1}, Q^{n-1}), \forall t \geq 2$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)$$

As shown in equation (8), where $\sigma$ and $\varphi$ represent the DNNs for inference at every phase. At each phase, the forecasts from both branches are convolved with the image feature $F$ for the subsequent phase. The network's last operation consists of joining two vectors, one for heat maps and the other for part affinity fields.

### C. Deep Neural Networks for Model Construction

The convolutional neural network is one type of deep neural network that sees the most action. The convolution layer is the most crucial operation in a DNN. It uses a fixed-size convolutional kernel to extract local image information from a specified picture region. A single convolutional kernel convolves an ensemble of input feature maps in a convolutional layer, producing an output set of feature maps. Therefore, much like convolution kernels, the number of feature map produced as output is fixed. Supposing $A(k)$ is the outputs of the l convolution layers of the DNN ($A^{(l)}$ the video frame input images); then, the $j(k < j < n(k))$ feature maps can be articulated by:

$$A_j^k = \sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i^k \otimes a_j^k$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

Both random initialization and transferring the results of convolutional layers trained on a similar network topology on large-scale datasets may be used to produce the weights of the convolution layers. The input feature maps are convolved using similar convolution kernels, a feature with shared weight to get each element of a shared feature map.

Nonlinearity mapping, which occurs after the convolution layer, is the activation function often given the output data. To boost the feature transformation capacity, the activation function augments the output of linear operations with non-linear operations. Therefore, in theory, DNNs may approximate models of any function, including complicated non-linear ones. The Sigmoid function (S-shaped functions) transfers the values from 0 to 1 on the input domain. Supposing that the input is $y$, the activation functions are described:

$$\text{sigmoid}(y) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-y}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

The Sigmoid function is a good representation of how biological neurons work: when the sum of all incoming signals reaches a particular point, the neuron is stimulated and activated; otherwise, it is inhibited.

Data from a stream is often processed by adding a pooling layer after it has been through the activation and convolution layers. Extracting significant features and reducing data size by subsampling are the goals of the left-hand pooling layer. Three examples of common pooling techniques are stochastic pooling, mean pooling, and max pooling. The input image's features are pooled, activated, and convolutioned across several layers. Then, the semantic features are elevated from the original pixel value to higher levels. Finally, the fully connected layers translate these to the label space. Condensing feature maps tensor into feature vectors makes it easier to enter into the classifier; this is its principal use.

**Figure 4:** Training and Testing process for the body orientation using Deep neural network.

Figure 4 shows the Training and Testing process for the body orientation using a Deep neural network. Most branding and marketing campaigns now use 2D animation due to its scalability and widespread availability. A Graphical User Interface (GUI) has been created to make this model easier. By connecting this model to a VR environment, this study can see the theoretical position of each sensor as it moves. Consequently, it provides an opportunity for a more comprehensive comprehension of the vestibular system. Virtual reality simulation provides adaptable and multipurpose tools to enhance data acquisition, collection, and analysis. The training is carried out conventionally using feed-forward neural networks. However, the network would not be able to learn from its errors and improve its orientation prediction capabilities if it were to rely only on ground truth data for orientation predictions. Following the processing of anime styles for data augmentation, a deep neural network is constructed to successfully categorize anime creative styles. To include a new motion into the system, one must first design a new gesture that a unique set of tokens can recognize. Furthermore, one must establish a suitable set of states and keyframes to produce parameterized versions of the desired motion. Compared to other popular models, the proposed 2D-AI-BM model increases the accuracy, pose detection, motion control, computational efficiency and scalability ratio.
4. Simulation Findings

This study suggested 2D animation using Artificial Intelligence with Biomechanical Modeling (2D-AI-BM) for motion capture and character animation. The data are taken from the Anime Dataset 2023 Kaggle Dataset [28]. This dataset provides information for studying and understanding other animated movies' features, popularity, ratings, and audience size. Among the many analyses that can be performed on this dataset are the following: finding the anime with the highest ratings, investigating the most popular genres, seeing how ratings are distributed, and developing insights into viewer preferences and trends. Furthermore, the dataset allows for the development of recommendation algorithms, time series analysis, and clustering, further investigating patterns in anime and user behaviour. On a personal computer with a 1.8 GHz ATHLON (AMD) CPU and 1 GB RAM, the algorithms were executed using C and C++. The real-time capabilities and motion estimate process were evaluated using simulated and real-world movements. This study compared the results with a traditional method of reconstruction that relies on direct linear transformation to see how accurate it was. The performance of the recommended 2D-AI-BM model has been examined based on metrics like accuracy, motion control, pose detection, computational efficiency, and scalability ratio compared to existing methods DTC [19], DCNN [21], and AIoMT [24].

4.1. Accuracy Ratio

Using a variety of sensors, virtual reality applications monitor the user's bodily motions and then synchronize them with their avatar's actions in a virtual environment. Systems for motion capture, depth sensors, trackers, etc., are all examples of devices. A proposed VR device is an accurate motion capture system. In particular, this assistive technology could be a valuable assistant to the patient in performing the exercises/motions of interest more precisely and accurately. The original imagery is lost when the input image is transformed into an abstract 2D posture via the 2D pose network. Consequently, using data like pixel values to train a 2D posture estimate network to be more accurate is pointless.

4.2. Motion Control Ratio

The field of character animation gives life to digital images by developing tools like motion controllers that can mimic and even create whole new actions. Simple periodic signal generation and tuning are two of the simplest methods for controlling motion. The primary function of these controllers is to mimic the oscillatory motions shown by creatures like fish, worms, snakes, and even human chest motions. The number of variables may be reduced by grouping similar muscles and applying these signals to them. Various nontrivial sensorimotor tasks were tested in this work, including creating natural limb-reaching gestures to touch moving visual objects and writing and sketching with a finger. Our unique technique performed well in all of these activities. Gravity makes it difficult to do these activities, which call for controlled eye movements for saccadic foveation and smooth pursuit of visual objects, as well as controlled, realistic head motion, visually directed dynamic limb movement, etc. Based on equation (6), motion control has been determined. Figure 5 demonstrates the motion control ratio.
4.3. Pose Detection Ratio

Ensuring real-time posture estimation and visualization may be challenging, particularly for low-performance VR devices with comparatively slow network speeds since users’ hardware performance and network speeds differ. Using visual data like images and movies, 2D human posture estimation may estimate where important parts of the human body are in space. Conventional 2D human posture estimate relies on part-by-part feature extraction methods. This study uses video image analysis technologies to analyze the motion of weightlifting during weight training. To expedite the training process for designers, this study provides a way for automatically extracting the important posture frames of the motion process, understanding the motion technology, and enhancing training. Training efficiency and development are far-reaching important. Based on equation (5), animation pose has been detected. Figure 7 illustrates the pose detection ratio.

4.4. Computational Efficiency Ratio

For animated applications to seem realistic, animators work hard to process human motion computationally. Inverse kinematics and online motion capture algorithms are often used for posture estimation in virtual reality avatars. This study strives for a steady process that uses less computation in a small region, which differs from previous techniques. Consequently, in networked multi-user applications, the suggested method offers minimal latency for users of virtual reality devices, ranging from high performance to low performance.

4.5. Scalability Ratio

Neural networks, deep learning, and other trained networks enable objective-based autonomous controller development. In earlier iterations, scalability was a major issue; the complexity of characters did not scale well. Creature motion animations that are both striking and flexible have been created using this control method. The suggested method for emotion recognition is both generalizable and scalable. Through the integration of emotions and the provision of unforeseen possibilities, the system becomes scalable. One example is the ability to include moods and mixed emotions into the system via deep learning. This includes combinations such as happiness and surprise, rage and fear, contempt and rage, and so on. This study delves into the societal standing, cultural background, or emotional reactions of fictional characters in this study. Different motion and gesture datasets and text inputs for conversations impose
limitations on the system. Based on equation (8), the scalability of the suggested model has been identified. Figure 9 denotes the scalability ratio.

This study suggested 2D animation using Artificial Intelligence with Biomechanical Modeling (2D-AI-BM) for motion capture and character animation. DNNs are trained offline, the training data may be removed; second, trained DNNs do not need training data to be retained or cached to function online. Simplified context usage while defining motion and 2D input devices may make the system more scalable. Adding more controllability would result in a more convoluted interface. The numerical findings exemplify that the recommended 2D-AI-BM model improves the accuracy rate of 97.4%, computational efficiency ratio of 96.3%, motion control ratio of 95.4%, pose detection ratio of 94.8% and scalability ratio of 93.2% compared to other popular techniques. This suggested learning technique has limits in forecasting the precise pose of this abnormal pose. In the future, this study wishes to add gestures for various falling motions and interaction with the environment.

5. Conclusion

This study suggested 2D animation using Artificial Intelligence with Biomechanical Modeling (2D-AI-BM) for motion capture and character animation. Using reference videos of performers, this research demonstrates a method to assist artists in creating and animating 2D characters. Our tool is especially useful for artists who want to create a character that captures an actor's personality by assisting them in selecting typical hand and arm positions. This technique improves the immersion and realism of virtual reality experiences by making the user's upper body character seem more real. The highest level of accuracy for precisely capturing human movements and displaying a matching virtual character is on-site motion capture technology. The first steps in preparing the video data for processing using a motion estimation tool started with implementing a pre-processing stage. DNNs undergo their training using massive amounts of data generated by the biomechanical model of the human musculoskeletal system. Consequently, backpropagation DNN performs high-dimensional non-linear regression while learning from the synthesized data. Lastly, after the DNNs are trained correctly, they provide input-output controllers for biomimetic neuromuscular motors. The three parts of our method should be understood separately. First, when the
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